



























THE CHAPTERS DEALING WITH  THE METAL  IN  INORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
TEXT BOOKS ARE ALWAYS THE SHORTEST AND GENERALLY THE DULLEST 
#OPPER  AND  SILVER  THE  ELEMENTS  WITH  WHICH  GOLD  SHARES 






WERE  TRIGGERED  BY  THE  SEPARATE  BUT  CONTEMPORANEOUS 
'OLD "ULLETIN    













0ERHAPS  IF  YOU  ARE  STEEPED  IN  TRADITIONAL  THINKING  IT  IS 
DIF½CULT TO BREAK OUT AND THINK THE UNTHINKABLE )T  IS TWENTY 
½VE YEARS SINCE IT WAS PREDICTED THAT CATIONIC GOLD HAD TO BE 
THE  BEST  CATALYST  FOR  HYDROCHLORINATION  OF  ACETYLENE  .OW 
THERE  IS  AN  AMAZINGLY  RICH  HOMOGENOUS  CATALYST  BASED  ON 
CATIONIC GOLD COMPLEXES FOR THE REACTIONS OF ALKYNES





THIS  WE  NEED  TO  EMBRACE  A  NEW  VISION  FOR  GOLD  CATALYSIS 
'OLD "ULLETIN HAS PUBLISHED MANY KEY PAPERS CHARTING THESE 
NEW FEATURES FOR GOLD CHEMISTRY )N THIS ITS 2UBY !NNIVERSARY 
YEAR WE STAND AT THE POINT WHERE GOLD CHEMISTRY HAS BEEN 
TRANSFORMED BEYOND RECOGNITION 7HAT  ) HOPE IS THAT WHEN 
WE READ THE 'OLDEN !NNIVERSARY  ISSUE IN TEN YEARS TIME WE 
WILL HAVE WITNESSED EVEN GREATER ADVANCES ) DO HOPE SO &OR 
NOW THOUGH WE SHOULD RE¾ECT ON THE BEAUTY OF GOLD IN THE 
COLOURS IT PORTRAYS IN COLLOIDAL FORM GREENS REDS AND BLUES 
/PALS ARE ALSO PRIZED FOR SUCH COLOURS
±4HERE IS IN THEM A SOFTER ½RE THAN THE RUBY THERE IS THE 
BRILLIANT PURPLE OF THE AMETHYST AND THE SEA GREEN OF THE 
EMERALD ¯ ALL SHINING TOGETHER IN INCREDIBLE UNION 3OME BY 
THEIR SPLENDOUR RIVAL THE COLORS OF THE PAINTERS OTHERS THE 
¾AME OF BURNING SULPHUR OR OF ½RE QUICKENED BY OIL²
!BOUT THE OPAL
0LINY 
¨BUT GOLD JUST DOES IT BETTER
'RAHAM * (UTCHINGS
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